






























 

 
 
 
Project # 
MSBA 
 
RFI #: 
 

To: 
Katy Lillich
JCJ Architecture, Inc.
1 State Street
Boston
 

Subject
Fire Rated 
 

Cost Impact
Potentially

 

Question
Please see the attached marked up, 3D coordination drawings.  The duct shaft to the east of bathrooms A208 
to be installed where the duct penetrates the duct shaft wall.  Due to the clearance needed by the fire damper, it will be in
shaft wall currently shown on the drawings.
 
In order to keep the fire damp
This fire rated soffit will have a horizontal segment that extends above the ceiling and a vertical segment that rises up the
floor above (see attached sketch).  This is being proposed on the second floor, west side of the duct shaft.
 

Suggestion
 
 

Answer
 

 
 

Cc: Company Name
 

 

 

 

Project # 131411 
MSBA - Haverhill Caleb Dustin MS

RFI #: RFI216 

Katy Lillich 
JCJ Architecture, Inc.
1 State Street 
Boston MA, 02109 

Subject 
Fire Rated Shaft Wall Soffit

Cost Impact 
Potentially 

Question 
Please see the attached marked up, 3D coordination drawings.  The duct shaft to the east of bathrooms A208 
to be installed where the duct penetrates the duct shaft wall.  Due to the clearance needed by the fire damper, it will be in
shaft wall currently shown on the drawings.

In order to keep the fire damp
This fire rated soffit will have a horizontal segment that extends above the ceiling and a vertical segment that rises up the
floor above (see attached sketch).  This is being proposed on the second floor, west side of the duct shaft.

Suggestion 

Answer 

Cc: Company Name

 

Haverhill Caleb Dustin MS

JCJ Architecture, Inc. 

Shaft Wall Soffit 

Please see the attached marked up, 3D coordination drawings.  The duct shaft to the east of bathrooms A208 
to be installed where the duct penetrates the duct shaft wall.  Due to the clearance needed by the fire damper, it will be in
shaft wall currently shown on the drawings.

In order to keep the fire damper within the fire rated shaft, a fire rated soffit will need to be installed to enclose the fire damper within the shaft.  
This fire rated soffit will have a horizontal segment that extends above the ceiling and a vertical segment that rises up the
floor above (see attached sketch).  This is being proposed on the second floor, west side of the duct shaft.

Cc: Company Name 

Haverhill Caleb Dustin MS 

Amount 
$TBD 

Please see the attached marked up, 3D coordination drawings.  The duct shaft to the east of bathrooms A208 
to be installed where the duct penetrates the duct shaft wall.  Due to the clearance needed by the fire damper, it will be in
shaft wall currently shown on the drawings. 

er within the fire rated shaft, a fire rated soffit will need to be installed to enclose the fire damper within the shaft.  
This fire rated soffit will have a horizontal segment that extends above the ceiling and a vertical segment that rises up the
floor above (see attached sketch).  This is being proposed on the second floor, west side of the duct shaft.
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Please see the attached marked up, 3D coordination drawings.  The duct shaft to the east of bathrooms A208 
to be installed where the duct penetrates the duct shaft wall.  Due to the clearance needed by the fire damper, it will be in

er within the fire rated shaft, a fire rated soffit will need to be installed to enclose the fire damper within the shaft.  
This fire rated soffit will have a horizontal segment that extends above the ceiling and a vertical segment that rises up the
floor above (see attached sketch).  This is being proposed on the second floor, west side of the duct shaft.
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Date Created: 

From: 
Andrew LaRosa
Shawmut Design & Construction
560 Harrison Avenue
Boston MA

Source 
 

Schedule Impact
Potentially

Date Required
Please see the attached marked up, 3D coordination drawings.  The duct shaft to the east of bathrooms A208 
to be installed where the duct penetrates the duct shaft wall.  Due to the clearance needed by the fire damper, it will be in

er within the fire rated shaft, a fire rated soffit will need to be installed to enclose the fire damper within the shaft.  
This fire rated soffit will have a horizontal segment that extends above the ceiling and a vertical segment that rises up the
floor above (see attached sketch).  This is being proposed on the second floor, west side of the duct shaft.

Date Answered:

Contact Name
 

Request for Information 

 

Date Created: November

Andrew LaRosa 
Shawmut Design & Construction
560 Harrison Avenue 

MA, 02118 

 

Schedule Impact 
Potentially 

Date Required: December
Please see the attached marked up, 3D coordination drawings.  The duct shaft to the east of bathrooms A208 
to be installed where the duct penetrates the duct shaft wall.  Due to the clearance needed by the fire damper, it will be in

er within the fire rated shaft, a fire rated soffit will need to be installed to enclose the fire damper within the shaft.  
This fire rated soffit will have a horizontal segment that extends above the ceiling and a vertical segment that rises up the
floor above (see attached sketch).  This is being proposed on the second floor, west side of the duct shaft.

Date Answered:  , 

Contact Name 

Request for Information 

November 25, 2015 

Shawmut Design & Construction 

Days
TBD
 

December 02, 2015
Please see the attached marked up, 3D coordination drawings.  The duct shaft to the east of bathrooms A208 and A308 calls for a fire damper 
to be installed where the duct penetrates the duct shaft wall.  Due to the clearance needed by the fire damper, it will be in

er within the fire rated shaft, a fire rated soffit will need to be installed to enclose the fire damper within the shaft.  
This fire rated soffit will have a horizontal segment that extends above the ceiling and a vertical segment that rises up the
floor above (see attached sketch).  This is being proposed on the second floor, west side of the duct shaft. 

,  

Request for Information 

Days 
TBD 

2015 
and A308 calls for a fire damper 

to be installed where the duct penetrates the duct shaft wall.  Due to the clearance needed by the fire damper, it will be installed outside of the 

er within the fire rated shaft, a fire rated soffit will need to be installed to enclose the fire damper within the shaft.  
This fire rated soffit will have a horizontal segment that extends above the ceiling and a vertical segment that rises up the the de

Request for Information RFI216 

and A308 calls for a fire damper 
stalled outside of the 

er within the fire rated shaft, a fire rated soffit will need to be installed to enclose the fire damper within the shaft.  
the decking of the 

and A308 calls for a fire damper 

er within the fire rated shaft, a fire rated soffit will need to be installed to enclose the fire damper within the shaft.  

This solution, as discussed on site, is acceptable.  Verify as-built shaft dimensions.   Soffit depth determined by depth
required for fire damper and should be held tight to sides of duct.
KKL  11/25/15



Fire rated shaft wall
Proposed fire rated soffit

Drywall ceiling

Second floor A208 shaft wall






















